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About This Game

Tomb Raider: Anniversary retraces Lara Croft's original genre-defining adventure � globe-trotting 3rd person action-
adventure in pursuit of the legendary Scion artifact. Using an enhanced 'Tomb Raider: Legend' game engine, the graphics,
technology and physics bring Lara's adventure and pursuit of a mystical artifact known only as the Scion right up to today's

technology standards and offers gamers a completely new gameplay experience. Re-imagined, Anniversary delivers a dynamic
fluidly and fast Lara Croft, massive environments of stunning visuals, intense combat and game pacing, and an enhanced and

clarified original story.

Epic Exploration - The lost city of Atlantis and ancient Egyptian pyramids are ripe for discovery: explore every hidden
dark crevice and impossible heights; enter into strange, undiscovered lands and solve their deepest, darkest mysteries;
open doors to new realms, uncover great rewards and unearth secrets to Lara's past.
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Acrobatic Gunplay - Deftly leap around charging enemies while you unleash a hail of bullets from your trademark dual
pistols.

Lethal Predators - The wilderness awaits with a wide range of bestial predators�from bats to wolves to bears�ready to
defend their territory from human encroachment. New and improved AI means that all enemies will exhibit a more
diverse behaviour set, providing improved combat challenges for the player.

Supernatural elements are used sparingly to provide a mystical allure around the world, while maintaining the world's
grounded core. The awesome T-Rex and intriguing Atlantean centaurs suck you in to the wonderfully intriguing and
mysterious world of Tomb Raider.

Death-Defying Environmental Playground - Leap over massive gaps, cling onto rock ledges, and swim through
underground tunnels.

Solve the Diabolical Machinery of the Past - seek to outwit the brilliant ancient designers of many epic puzzles and
vaults in order to uncover their secrets. Be warned that they do not take kindly to 'meddling', and as such, the price of
failure is extreme.
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The first title I added to my Steam library.
A revolutionary game for the third-person genre.
A legendary classic.. Tomb Raider: Anniversary Review

Released in 2007, Tomb Raider: Anniversary is a complete top to bottom redesign of the original Tomb Raider game. To
celebrate the 11th (Strange) anniversary of that games release Crystal Dynamics put the Legend story on hold and have brought
us a well designed, thoughtful take on the original game. This is a great way for modern gamers to experience what the original
Tomb Raider games where all about.

Anniversary dose nothing new with the story, its still about famed adventure and archaeologist Lara Croft being hired by
Jacqueline Natla to find the scion of Atlantis. However new cut senses have been added and new voice acting recorded in order
to bring it up to modern standards. This all does a great job is making the story far easier to follow than it was in 1996 and it
serves its purpose well in moving the game forward. New elements to the story have been added in an attempt to link it slightly
to the events of Legend but not in a major way. The story will take Lara from Peru to Egypt, Greece and then Atlantis. All the
levels have been redesigned in the Legend engine and look fantastic. There is still plenty here for returning players to remember,
however new puzzles and traversal methods make the levels so much fan to play now the platforming elements from Legend
have been introduced.

On the game play front not much has changed from legend, but that\u2019s not a bad thing. Lara moves the same around the
environment, she has her grappling hook and can jump off enemies for bullet time kills. What has been added this time is the
ability to time Lara\u2019s dives to enable a bullet time headshot if you line up two ridicules on the enemy. Lara can also jump
between multiple flat surfaces to climb up the environment which means you have to think more outside the box when
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traversing in Anniversary. Anniversary is filled with options also, you can change the control style so that it plays more like the
original game, for example Lara wont just automatically grab onto a ledge when jumping, you the player will have to hold a
button to get her to grab on.

Level design is top notch here, the game focuses primarily on adventuring and platforming, all of which is great fun, levels feel
new and fresh while also adding new challenges for players. Some of the tombs here are pure classic Tomb Raider. Combat is
still a bit messy however, enemy AI is still poor, that may have been left in to call back to the original also but it\u2019s very
noticeable. Another thing that has carried over from Tomb Raider Legend is unlockables, completing the game on different
difficulties, collecting hidden items in levels will unlock new outfits of Lara, developer commentary, artwork and more. Croft
manor is back, it\u2019s the same as it was in Legend but in the nod to the original its filled with boxes as it was then and also
serves are a mini Tomb, with items to find unlock like it did in Legend.

Graphically the game looks good, On PC, Xbox 360 and PS3 the game looks sharper than Legend did, better lighting and
textures is also noticeable here. The game can run at 480p on PS2 and looks good considering at this point it was 7 year old
hardware. The game dose suffer from some strange graphical bugs at times however, Lara\u2019s shadow dynamics really fail
regularly and will go through items on the ground or just render really strangely. This has been patched out of the more modern
systems but on the PS2 and Wii it is still very much a problem.

Tomb Raider Anniversary is a good addition to the series, it\u2019s a great way for gamers to experience what the classic Tomb
Raiders where all about, exploration. Combat makes up a tiny amount of this game and for that It was really refreshing to play,
especially considering how the original games are so combat focused. If you have only ever played the current Tomb Raider
games, Anniversary is a great place to go to experience what Tomb Raider is really all about.

PC \u2013 8.6\/10 Xbox 360 - 8.6\/10 PS2 \u2013 8.0\/10 Wii - 7.5\/10
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